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21st Romsey (Nursling & Rownhams) Scout Group 
 

Covid-19 restarting face-to-face Scouting risk assessment 
Red to Amber v 1, 6 September 2020  

 
Introduction 
 
The first part of this risk assessment is general, applicable to all the sections of the Group.  The second part includes additional points that are section-
specific.  The maximum level of activity permitted will be dictated by the national (or local) alert (“readiness) level, as shown at:  
https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/scouts-at-home/getting-everyone-back-together-safely/ .  A section may choose NOT to provide the full range of 
activities possible – everyone concerned needs to be content with the rate of progress. 
 

Level / description of situation Maximum level of meetings etc in Scouting 

RED:  
Rate of infection is remaining consistent  
or growing 

Digital programme delivery; no face-to-face activity or meetings; no residential activities 

AMBER:  
Rate of infection is reducing consistently in all parts of 
the country 

Digital programme delivery; small group sessions can take place outdoors and indoors  
(maximum number in group and social distance spacing will be dictated to us); no residential 
activities 

YELLOW:  
Number of cases (in the country) is low and a full Track 
and Trace system is in place 

Digital programme delivery; small group sessions can take place indoors and outdoors (maximum 
number in group and social distance spacing will be dictated to us);camping in the UK is permitted. 

GREEN:  
No new cases (in the country) or an effective vaccine is 
readily available 

All activities can resume in line with government guidance 

 
Notes: 

a) Unlike school classes, a section is NOT considered to be a “bubble” – it crosses too many age groups and different schools.  Therefore, the current social distancing 
guidelines must be followed.  From 4 July 2020 these are 2 metres if possible, otherwise 1 metre plus mitigation.  Most of the measures contained in this risk 
assessment are forms of mitigation (e.g. holding meeting outdoors, reduced numbers, accurate register of those attending, avoiding face-to-face meeting, stringent 
hand and surface hygiene, wearing masks if meeting indoors). From 03/09/2020 the maximum group size is15 Scouts plus 5 leaders. 

b) Be prepared for the alert (readiness) level to revert to a higher level.  Also, the maximum group size may change after the initial announcement, either allowing more, 
or restricting to fewer.  

  

https://www.scouts.org.uk/volunteers/scouts-at-home/getting-everyone-back-together-safely/
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Part 1:  General points applicable to all sections, Red to Amber stage 
Note:  Even if the meeting is being held inside, entry to the HQ may be needed to access the toilet, get drinks or for first-aid.  Therefore, the 
assessment relating to the HQ is relevant and the control measures must be applied where appropriate. 

 

Hazard identified and 
risk from it 

Who is at risk? 
(A = all, L = leaders 
YP = young people 

How is risk to be controlled? 
During the activity: anything 

identified that needs to be reviewed 
for an update to this assessment? 

Hazard – something that may 
cause harm or damage. 
Risk – the chance of it 
happening. 

Young people, Leader, 
Visitors? 

Controls – Ways of making the activity safer by removing or reducing the risk from it.   
For example - you might use a different piece of equipment or you might change the way the activity is 
carried out. 

Keep checking throughout the activity in 
case you need to change it…or even stop it! 
Add comments which will be used as part of 
the review. 

HQ needs to be 
prepared after long 
period out of use, in 
order to avoid health & 
safety issues  

A 

GSL to use checklist found at https://cms.scouts.org.uk/media/6800/checklist-for-
reopening-a-scout-premises-fnl.pdf and take action accordingly.  Any deficiencies 
subsequently identified should be reported to him. 
 

 

Covid-specific 
preparations required, 
before and after each 
meeting, to reduce 
transmission of virus 

A 

Before and after each meeting the Section Lead is to arrange spray and wipe-
down of surfaces with sanitising spray (when meetings run consecutively the 
leaders of the two meetings can share the intermediate clean-down, it doesn’t 
need to be done twice).  In particular clean door handles, sinks, taps, toilet-flush 
levers, soap and gel dispensers, kitchen worksurfaces, light switches and any 
tables that are to be used.  When cleaning electrical items put the spray onto a 
paper towel and wipe the item carefully, do not spray directly. If the meeting is 
being held outside focus on the route that would be used to toilets and the kitchen 
(if drinks are to be provided). 
Used paper towels to be put in bin bag and disposed of as household waste after 
each meeting, unless suspected of being contaminated with Covid – see later. 
Doors to male and female toilets to be wedged open, reducing need to touch. 
Only leaders’ cars permitted in the compound.  Take care when bringing cars in as 
pedestrians may be exiting that way; close one gate as soon as possible. 
 

 

Covid-positive person 
attending a meeting and 
spreading the virus:  
Low chance, but high 
impact if it occurs 

A 

Clear expectation issued to parents and leaders prior to restarting that anyone 
who is known to be Covid-positive, or displaying any of the known symptoms, 
must NOT attend the meeting, but must self-isolate according to national 
guidelines.  Similarly, those known to have been a contact of a Covid-positive 
person must not attend until the guidelines permit it. 
Note: Not all Covid-positive individuals display symptoms, therefore control 
measures during the meeting are still necessary. 
 

 

https://cms.scouts.org.uk/media/6800/checklist-for-reopening-a-scout-premises-fnl.pdf
https://cms.scouts.org.uk/media/6800/checklist-for-reopening-a-scout-premises-fnl.pdf
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Person at meeting 
displays Covid 
symptoms, risking 
spread of virus to 
others: 
Very low chance, but 
very high impact if 
spread occurs 

YP, L 

Ensure a complete register is kept of those attending the meeting, including 
details of phone number, email and address of each parent (primary contact). 
Move the person well away from the rest of the group.  If person displaying 
symptoms is an adult, he/she should immediately go home.   If person is a young 
person, a leader should stay with him/her but more than 2m away.  Arrange for 
parent to collect the young person and take him/her home. 
As far as possible, immediately use sanitising spray to clean any surfaces touched 
by the individual.  Gel hands afterwards.  Paper towels used must be double-
bagged and stored for at least 72 hours before disposing as household waste.   
Section Lead must inform GSL, who will complete an incident report. 
Since the young people are likely to tell their parents anyway, Section Lead to 
email the primary contact of each of those who were at the meeting, telling them 
of the event (no names), but that our control measures are designed to prevent 
transmission.  Their child does not need to isolate unless he/she shows symptoms 
or they are contacted by an official contact-tracer. 
Describe the symptoms seen to the parent of the person affected and advise that 
he/she should be tested, according to government advice; ask that the result be 
relayed to the GSL as soon as possible.  GSL to inform Section Lead. 
If result positive be prepared to assist with official contact-tracing if asked. 
 

 

Virus being carried into 
the meeting, or from it, 
on peoples’ hands: 
Low chance but 
potentially high impact 

Y, L 

Clear expectation issued prior to restarting that all attending must wash their 
hands immediately before leaving home and immediately on returning. 
Sanitising gel to be applied to hands of all attendees on arrival and end of the 
meeting.  Gel provided contains approx. 70% alcohol.  Anyone not able to use this 
must provide their own alternative of equivalent efficacy. 
Remind attendees of distancing requirements as they arrive. 
The number of people entering the HQ building must be kept to a minimum and 
parents should wait outside. 

• Only one person at a time in toilets as space is very restricted. Avoid 
unnecessary touching of surfaces, hands to be washed afterwards 

• Young people entering the hut for a meeting or to go to the toilet must gel hands 
on entry to the building and avoid unnecessary touching of surfaces. Hands 
must be gelled before leaving.  Masks worn where appropriate according to the 
current Scout Association policy. 

• Leaders can enter the HQ for meetings and to access kitchen and stores. Masks 
should be worn according to Scout Association policy. Hand-gel to be used on 
entry to the building and on exit.  Distancing requirements to be observed. 

Coughs and sneezes should be caught in a tissue, which should then be binned or 
flushed, hands then to be washed or gelled. 
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Hand gel contains ~70% 
alcohol, thus is 
flammable 

Y, L 

Hand gel to be used in accordance with recommended procedure; ensure hands 
are dry of gel before other activities. 
No naked flames near liquid gel.  Clear-up any spillages. 
 

 

Risk of spreading the 
virus on equipment, 
beakers, plates, cooking 
utensils etc.: 
Low chance but 
potentially high impact 

YP, L 

If it is feasible to sanitise the activities’ equipment before and at intervals during 
use do so. 
Use hand-gel when changing activity (e.g. mid-session or changing to different 
equipment. 
Communal cooking activities, such as “Ready, Steady, Cook!” must be kept off the 
programme until the alert is Green.  However, individuals cooking over an open 
fire may be possible, with specific risk assessment. 
Only adults are to enter the HQ kitchen, so reducing number of people there. 
If drinks are required, an adult is to prepare them, after gelling hands.  Avoid 
breathing over beakers by preparing in a jug of drink and serving outside the 
kitchen. 
Used beakers are to be washed in hot, soapy water and dried on a clean tea-
towel. 
Section Lead is to arrange for used tea-towel(s) to be taken for washing after each 
session (recommend putting in small bin-bag to reduce handling). 
 

 

Person at meeting 
requires first aid.  Closer 
contact could increase 
risk of spreading virus: 
Unlikely that individuals 
would be carrying the 
virus, but potentially 
high impact 
 

YP, L 

Try to assist at a safe distance from the casualty as much as you can and 
minimise the time you share a breathing zone first aider to wear disposable gloves 
and a mask. 
If they are capable, tell them to do things for you, but treating the casualty properly 
should be your first concern – act accordingly. 
Try to treat person in a well ventilated area (outside if possible) Spray clean 
afterwards, as necessary. 
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Part 2:  Section-specific points applicable to Scouts: 
 

Hazard identified and 
risk from it 

Who is at risk? 
(A = all, L = leaders 
YP = young people 

How is risk to be controlled? 
During the activity: anything 

identified that needs to be reviewed 
for an update to this assessment? 

Hazard – something that may 
cause harm or damage. 
Risk – the chance of it 
happening. 

Young people, Leader, 
Visitors? 

Controls – Ways of making the activity safer by removing or reducing the risk from it.   
For example - you might use a different piece of equipment or you might change the way the activity is 
carried out. 

Keep checking throughout the activity in 
case you need to change it…or even stop it! 
Add comments which will be used as part of 
the review. 

Maintaining social 
distancing during 
meeting to reduce risk 
of spreading virus 

YP, L 

Restrict activities and numbers as required by TSA requirements for phased return 
(see page 1).  Maximum size of group will be determined by TSA. As of 
03/09/2020 up to 15 Scouts can meet with up to 5 leaders but this may change, in 
which case the numbers will be adjusted accordingly.  
Scouts will be split into 3 groups because of number of members who normally 
attend: A Zoom meeting will be held every week for 2 groups and a face to face 
meeting each week for one group.  Each week all groups will rotate between the 
Zoom meeting and the face to face meeting allowing one face to face meeting 
every 3rd week. For effective running of the programme the leaders may later 
change this arrangement within this risk assessment, as the Covid risk has not 
been altered. 
Have sufficient adults to ensure the activity can be run safely, and within POR 
ratios, but not an excessive number. 
Have a contingency plan to get additional help at short notice if a leader cannot 
attend as planned. 
Plan programme with social distancing guidelines and mitigation in mind (e.g. 
kicking, a ball, rather than throwing). 
 

 

 
 Scout sessions 

 
All 

All leaders are to refer to the guidance and checklist found at 
https://prepcms.scouts.org.uk/media/7087/planning-a-safe-and-
enjoyableprogramme.pdf   
when planning and running the sessions at this level and take action accordingly. 
Face to face sessions will run for 1 hour; at amber stage. 

 

https://prepcms.scouts.org.uk/media/7087/planning-a-safe-and-enjoyableprogramme.pdf
https://prepcms.scouts.org.uk/media/7087/planning-a-safe-and-enjoyableprogramme.pdf
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On arrival at Scout 
meetings 

all When meeting at the HQ a one-way system through the two gates will be used, to 
avoid bunching of people at the entrance to the compound.  Similarly on 
departure.  
Whether at the HQ or off-site, young people will be given areas to stand next to 
and leave their bag / belongings; these will be 2m apart.  Scouts should remain 
2m apart if possible, otherwise 1m+. 

 

 
Scouts not adhering to 
the social distancing 

YP Ensure Scouts stay apart from each other by at least 2m when possible (otherwise 
1m+); and at least 2m from adult volunteers (except if first aid is needed).  If the 
Scouts refuse to adhere to the social distancing rules, and despite numerous 
attempts to remind them, their parents will be asked to collect the persistent 
offender. 
 

 

 
Scout meetings at the 
hut. 
 

A - Scouts to be specifically reminded to go to the toilet before leaving home.  
– Scouts and leaders to bring their own drinks bottles, which will be kept in their 
bag at their designated area.  
- Clear safety instructions will be given on distancing with cones / tape showing 
the zone we will be using.  
- Should an injury occur then an appointed leader, who will be wearing a face 
mask and gloves, will attend to assist the YP and provide first-aid.    
- Hand gel will be provided for Scouts to use before and after activities, and at 
intervals during the evening.  Scouts will be required to wash their hands for 20 
secs after using the toilet, and then also use hand gel.  
– Before, during and after the activity we will wipe down any games equipment we 
use with sanitising wipes. We will avoid using handheld equipment where possible 
e.g. kicking a ball, rather than holding a bat.  
- Used wipes, and any used gloves and disposable masks will be placed in a bin-
bag, sealed and taken home by one of the leaders. After keeping for at least 72 
hours it will be disposed of as household waste.  
- Masks to be worn where appropriate 
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The following sections apply to specific evenings that are already planned.  Future activities at the Amber level will conform to this Covid risk 
assessment but a separate Covid risk assessment will not be presented (though other risks will be assessed, as normal) 

 
Scouts science evening 
Using liquid 

YP Clear and concise instructions will be given to the YP about only touching the 
equipment given to them to use during the evening. 
At the beginning of the evening leaders ensure that YP understand specific 
instructions for that science experiment, i.ee  wearing of gloves and  goggles if 
using combustible material.  Leaders to ensure that YP understand what 
behaviour is acceptable for the experiment.  Masks to be worn where appropriate. 
Leaders to ensure that any rockets are fired away from YP or leaders 
Close supervision of YP at all times. 

 

 

 
Scouts pumpkin evening 
 

YP Leaders to ensure all YP know and understand the rules of using a knife safely 
using this link as guidance: 
https://prod-cms.scouts.org.uk/media/3585/knife-safety-leader-resource.pdf 

Mats to be used under pumpkins to prevent them moving around the hall. 
No Scout to be using a knife unsupervised 
The design of carving to be pre agreed with a leader. 
Strict Covid handwashing procedures to be adhered to. 
Masks to worn indoors and also outdoors if closer than 1.5 – 2m 
 

 

 
Firelighting and s’mores 
 

A YP to be allocated a place to stay during the activity to ensure social distancing 
YP to be provided with their own equipment to do the firelighting, only one person 
at a time to go into the woodpile area 
All firelighting to be done in an altar fire or the fire pit area 
Handwashing after firelighting before making s’mores. 
Each YP to have their own stick for marshmallows  
Masks to be worn except for eating if closer than 1.5 - 2m 
Burns bucket and fire bucket must be in place at all times 
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https://prod-cms.scouts.org.uk/media/3585/knife-safety-leader-resource.pdf

